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Subject: A broadcast by Radio Tallinn on 19 October 1966 monitored in Sweden.

The following is a synopsis of the highlights in the subject broadcast:

Heine's lifestory resembles a scenario for a B-type movie. Hehimself
claims to be the greatest freedom fighter of all. The situation is even
more interesting since CIA accuses him of being a Soviet agent.

He was born 15 Sep 1919 in Tartu. Wealthy family. Attended Hugo Treffner
Gymnasium. When Soviet government established in 1940 he secretly sneaked up
to Town Hall and tore down the worker's flag. Was arrested. Hitler recalled
all Germans. Heine's parents repatriated, and a little later the arrested
man was sent across the border. Heine. joined SS troops, murdered people in
Ukraine. Served in the political police and in 1944 continued his freedom
fighting mission with SS troops. Was taken prisoner in autumn but already
in 1945 managed to escape but was captured near Leningrad. Was sent to a
German POW can in Estonia from where he escaped and became a bandit in the
forest. Heine again became an Estonian, he had acted as a German until now.

A.quatation follwws as to how Heine shot the District of Viljandi officer.
"The Evening Star" 20 April 1966 is given as theziource.

Was arreeted again in 1950 and Heine again changed from Estonian to German,
who had not even killed a fly during the five years. In 1956 Heine was releaded
as German POW and sent to his native land - West Germany.

The German Heine went to Canada and again changed to an Estonian. He
became overly active. Based on his stories A. Viirlaid wrote a trilogy ft211
of hatred towards Soviet Estonia. Heine organized the movie "Creators of a
Legend" and planned to send propaganda balloons to Estonia ..; He was busy
with everything and everywhere. In 1965 a group Soviet Estonian tourists
visited Canada. Heine led a group of "very intelligent ly people who paraded
around a Toronto hotel and used foul language.

Then a man entered the scene who lives in Maryland. He is 39 years old,
an engineer with the name of Jun i Raus. In addition he was the chairman of
former SS men in the LEL since 1961. Threu times Juni Raus called Heine
publicly a communist agent. On 5 Nov 1964 Heine filed a civil suit against
Rams for 110,000 dollars. The hearings started on 11 March but were not
completed. Why/ A mighty power, the CIA himself interfered. Heine's lawyers
wished to present Rams with over h00 questions according to judge Thomsen,
but Rails' lawyers pleaded official immunity. CIA Deputy Director Helms filed
affidavits whre it was stated that Heine was a Soviet agent sent to Canada
and that Raus had been a source of information among emigreee and Soviet
Estonia and ordered Raus to keep quiet. It appears that the matter will be
swept under the rug and that Heine will not get his $110,000.

CIA can not reveal its cards since it can not reveal that emigree activities
are controlled by them through • the likes of Rams. In 1957 however an independent
psychopat Heine began to interfere with this well oiled machinery With his
stupid activities. There was the fear for loss of control. Instead of CIA
agents Heine became the domineering figure. In all likelihood it was decided

that the best way to get rid of this nuisance was to declare Heine a'Soviet
agent. This cost the secrecy of one agent Raus. Nobody can say that Rams'

replacement Buschmann is a agent. CIA will deny it without blinking an eye.
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